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Setting expectations

•Whats a REPL? && REPL Driven Development 

• Basics of debugging with PRY. 

• Advanced wizardry with PRY. 

• Everyone gets a REPL. 

• Some cats, fictional charts and lisp.



What is a REPL





Read 
Eval 
Print 
Loop



(loop (print (eval (read))))



(loop {(puts (eval gets.chomp))})







Ruby’s REPLs

•IRB 

• PRY 

• some more



IRB

•interactive Ruby 
•.irbrc file is just Ruby  
•add your own helpers & customise the shell 
•helpful: http://irb.tools/ 
•comes with Ruby

http://irb.tools/


Pry

•http://pryrepl.org/ & on GitHub 

• has very good documentation 

• Lots of extensions 

• Ruby



REPL Driven Development (RDD)

• Use an interactive shell to navigate the code 
and build understanding 

• Explore as much as you can and is relevant for 
your needs 

• quickly change something and see the effects. 

• Fast feedback cycle, rapid prototyping and 
learning



Debugger



Ruby built in debugger: ruby -r debug  

But we will be using byebug with pry.



basics





self documented

. 

. 

.



comes with ruby docs



comes with source view



edit all code
(except binaries and compiled stuff)



navigate through code



find methods and variables



How does this help me?



class Runner 
  attr_reader :variable 
  def initialize(variable) 
    @variable = variable 
  end 

  def predicate?(value) 
    variable = 2 
  end 

  def it 
    if variable == 1 
      #some code  
      puts 'iamhere' 
    elsif predicate?(variable) 
      #some other code 
      puts 'iamhere2' 
    elsif variable.is_a? Hash 
      #some more other code 
      puts 'iamHash' 
    end 
  end 
end 

Huston we have a bug





breakpoint







??? 





It is still failing??? Why???





Advanced Wizardry



commands

Modify the user input 

The syntax is more intuitive than building a plugin 

They are local to your Pry console and do not require monkey 
patches 

Help to form your workflow



Pry::Commands.command /^$/, "repeat last” do 
 _pry_.run_command Pry.history.to_a.last 
end 

Pry.commands.alias_command ‘c', 'continue'



Plugins

Allow to extend Pry 

Use the power of other libraries and Gems 

Help to form your workflow



pry-byebug 

pry-exception_explorer 

pry-macro 

pry-rails





Graph



a REPL you shall have
#!/usr/bin/env ruby 
require 'pathname' 
ENV['BUNDLE_GEMFILE'] ||= File.expand_path('../../ 
Gemfile', Pathname.new(__FILE__).realpath) 
require 'rubygems' 
require 'bundler/setup' 
Bundler.require(:default) 
$LOAD_PATH << 'lib' 
require 'user' 
Pry.start  

or  

$ pry -r ./yourthing.rb 
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